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Start a party with the JBL Partybox 1000

 

The ultimate party speaker is out now: JBL.com at 999,00 €

 LONDON – July 25, 2019 – This summer, take your parties to the next level with the

ultimate party machine; JBL’s Partybox 1000 speaker! The 1100-Watt high-

energy JBL Signature Sound and full panel lightning effects create a captivating light show that

will set the dance floor on fire and keep the beat going until the afterparty and beyond.
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Bring your crew together, choose a light show to match the vibe and start the party, wirelessly

streaming high-quality sound directly from your smartphone or tablet. But, if you want to focus

on having a great time, just pre-program your party with your favourite playlist using a USB

drive. The DJ launchpad allows you to play drums or piano and even create loops on the

fly! When you’re ready to storm the stage, plug your mic or guitar into the Partybox 1000, and

bring down the house.

For even larger sound, connect two Partybox 1000 speakers wirelessly to create an

unforgettable listening experience. Partybox 1000 is Bluetooth-enabled, allowing anyone to

connect their playlist wirelessly. The party won’t miss a beat, and no one will have to sacrifice

their phone and miss out on Instagrammable moments.

 

 



JBL Partybox 1000 Features

Turbo-charged audio performance: A full three-way acoustic package that provides a

bigger, more epic sound

Full panel lighting: With speaker rim and strobe lighting effects, the party is waiting to

explode

Mic and guitar inputs: Plug in your mic or guitar and take the stage

Air gesture wristband (patent pending): Control the lights by moving your hand!

Karaoke-enabled: Equipped with a vocal fader, key control and echo effect, the Partybox

1000 makes everyone’s favourite party activity possible
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Integrated DJ Launch Pad: Have fun while showing off your DJ skills with the 4x4 DJ

launch pad, letting you launch multiple clips, play drum racks and control your mixer

USB charging: A USB port on the JBL Partybox lets you charge other USB devices right

from the speaker – no need for an extra charger

Portable: The handle and concealed wheels of the Partybox 1000 will help you take the

party anywhere you go

JBL® Partybox 1000 is now available for purchase at major retailers and on LOCAL WEBSITE

for 999,00 €.

 

Also introducing Partybox 1000’s baby brother, Partybox 100. Light enough to carry anywhere,

with a rechargeable battery that lasts all night. When you move on to the afterparty, you can

still make the crowd go wild with JBL’s signature sound and lighting effects.

 

JBL Partybox 100 Features

Powerful audio performance: At home or at a party, enjoy an immersive audio

experience that only JBL sound can provide

Light shows: There’s a light mode for every mood and genre of music

Amplify your audio: When one speaker isn’t enough, link up to two compatible Bluetooth

speakers to keep the party going

Mic and guitar inputs: Plug in your mic or guitar and take the stage

Portable: A lightweight and compact party speaker you can carry anywhere
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JBL® Partybox 100 is now available for purchase at major retailers and on LOCAL WEBSITE

for 299,00 €.

 

#STARTAPARTY
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